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Introduction
The City of New Rochelle has contemplated various approaches to revitalize
the North Avenue corridor from Burling Lane to Eastchester Road. This
report documents a public outreach process (“Outreach Process” or
“Process”) undertaken to update and supplement the analysis and
recommendations of the January 2008 “New Rochelle North Avenue
Corridor Study” (“2008 Study”) prepared by AKRF, Inc. (“AKRF”) for the City.
The objective of the Outreach Process was to assess the community’s
desires with respect to redevelopment within the North Avenue corridor
and to evaluate whether recommendations of the 2008 Study and the
recently completed Transit‐Oriented Development (TOD) Smart Growth
Study (“CSS Report”), completed by the CSS consulting team, for additional
height, overall density, and changes to off‐street parking requirements,
would be supported within the North Avenue corridor. The Process
consisted of three public workshops and a series of case studies of urban
streetscapes of comparable scale and function to the North Avenue
corridor. As a result of the Outreach Process, a set of recommendations
was developed by AKRF and later presented to the participants of the
workshops for review and comment.
It was determined that revisions to the 2008 Study were necessary in the
context of the CSS Report and the recently implemented changes in
allowable height within the College Related (CR‐1) Zoning District in the
vicinity of Iona College. The existing zoning evaluated in the CSS Report
includes the North Avenue Zoning District implemented by the City in 2010
following the recommendations of the 2008 Study. In addition, the
Outreach Process recognized that the City is evaluating an extension of the
Central Parking Area to cover portions of the North Avenue corridor based
on the CSS Report’s recommendation.

Project Definition
The current project area is defined as the properties fronting North Avenue
from Burling Lane to Fifth Avenue with consideration of transition zones (i.e.
between Fifth Avenue and Treno Street) that may overlap with neighboring
districts. The triangular area south of Burling Lane, east of Memorial
Highway and north of I‐95 is of particular interest due to its proximity to the
Downtown District, the transportation hub and the Hospital District (see
map below).
The objective of the current project is to develop a set of revised
recommendations based on AKRF’s 2008 study, public input and case
studies of successful urban corridor revitalization projects in comparable
municipalities. During the outreach process, it was emphasized that this
effort is not starting from scratch but will build on past efforts.
The intent was to employ a multi‐pronged approach to arrive at a set of
recommendations. The process used a design‐based framework to
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encourage development (as is further explained below) in contrast to the
previous study’s regulatory focus.

½ mile

¼ mile

transit hub
Recommendations focus on flexibility rather than a one‐size‐fits‐all
approach

Existing Character
During group discussions it was pointed out that North Avenue is the only
north‐south connector through the length of New Rochelle and functions as
an important transportation corridor.
It currently functions as a
passageway, not a destination. The experience of traveling on North
Avenue is characterized by the congestion of slow‐moving traffic,
particularly during peak travel hours. Locals know to avoid the corridor and
strategically opt for circuitous routes to save travel time. The lack of
marked bike lanes and the unpredictability of vehicular traffic patterns
create a general feeling of discomfort and danger which discourages bicycle
travel in the right‐of‐way.
Near Iona, the corridor functions as a ‘gateway’ to the downtown area and
there is a sense of arrival, a sense of ‘place’. But, as one travels south, the
character of North Avenue quickly becomes a ‘void’, or an absence of
’place’. The sense of being nowhere persists despite physical improvements
to the streetscape and significant lengths of defined street walls.
Throughout the corridor vacant lots, parking areas and automobile‐
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orienting businesses break the continuity in the street wall. Although North
Avenue’s architecture includes iconic structures, the variety of styles and
contrasting scales is somewhat incongruous and unbalanced. The existing
conditions do not provide an invitation to local residents and visitors to
explore. The treatment of building façades is inconsistent. One workshop
participant attributed the underutilization of the retail establishments to
ineffective communication, stating that window displays and commercial
signage tend to be inconsistent and incoherent in some locations.

pride, ownership

street walls

architecture

‘place’
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Project Challenges
The following are some of the project challenges identified during the
workshops:
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The recommendations for the corridor must be sensitive to the
adjacent residential neighborhoods. The edge treatment between
the mixed‐use corridor and the residential areas must be addressed
through buffering or other techniques.



In the past, ‘density’ had been associated with negative
characteristics of the urban environment. One objective of
the planning process is to recognize that when development is
strategically located and thoughtfully designed, density is not
only desirable, but essential for ongoing economic vitality.



A high value must be assigned to creating a strong sense‐of‐
place, with a unique identity and an appealing pedestrian
character.



A strong argument must be made that this corridor can and will
support the requirements for successful development such as
parking, foot traffic, daytime population, etc.



Parking is a big issue. Location, quantity, accessibility and
convenience must be considered.



There will be long‐term, ongoing need for maintenance and capital
improvements of public spaces. The relationship between
development and taxes must be recognized and alternative
methods of funding to support improvements should be explored if
appropriate.
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Case Studies

North Avenue

Washington Street

Railroad Avenue

Main Street

South Park Street

New Rochelle

Norwalk

Saratoga Springs

Yonkers

Montclair

AKRF presented case studies of specific locations within Norwalk, CT;
Saratoga Springs, NY; Yonkers, NY; and Montclair, NJ. These municipalities
are comparable to North Avenue in New Rochelle with similar challenges
and economic development objectives. The information presented in these
case studies focused around four guiding questions: 1) What does increased
density look like? 2) What makes this place unique, attractive and
enjoyable? 3) What actions were taken to encourage investment? 4) How
were challenges addressed? In particular, the case studies looked at urban
design elements including form and scale, identity, district edges and
parking strategies.
These case studies demonstrate that the above strategies, carried out
through amendments to the City’s zoning code, can spur private
development and be used to create vibrant public spaces that together
enhance the appearance of an overall corridor. When thoughtfully applied
in the North Avenue corridor, these strategies can facilitate revitalization of
the corridor while protecting the integrity and character of adjoining
residential neighborhoods.

Case Study:

Washington Street, Norwalk, CT

Concepts Illustrated:
 Creation of a new public space
 Pedestrian scale façade
 Preservation of the historic
main street feel while allowing
strategically placed density and
increased building height
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Case Study:

Railroad Avenue, Saratoga Springs, NY

Concepts Illustrated:
 Building becomes active part
of the Streetscape
 Parking accessed from street,
but hidden

Case Study:

Main Street, Yonkers, NY

Concepts Illustrated:
 Convenient parking not visible
from the street
 Staggered heights and massing
 Impression of separate
buildings
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Case Study:

South Park Street, Montclair, NJ

Concepts Illustrated:
 Generous pedestrian space
 Mixed Use infill with retail
frontage
 Public amenities and
programming to promote
pedestrian activity
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Recommendations
General Statement
There was general consensus that an increase in density within the project
area is not only acceptable but desirable and necessary to achieve the goal
of corridor revitalization. The form and location of increased height and bulk
within the project area must be guided by the City with a priority placed on
the public good. The City has the ability to influence, encourage, limit, and
shape future development. Strategic application of municipal planning tools
such as zoning regulations, design guidelines, targeted capital investments,
and public relations or marketing campaigns, can be used to achieve these
objectives.
The following are AKRF’s recommendations for municipal actions that
should be taken to facilitate the revitalization of the North Avenue corridor.

Recommendation #1: Create a Master Plan and Design Guidelines for the
sub‐districts within the project area.
The Master Plan and Design Guidelines would provide clear guidance for
both designers and municipal decision‐makers with the goal of creating a
high‐quality pedestrian experience along the North Avenue corridor. The
objective of these documents would be to promote pedestrian oriented,
high quality development in strategic locations determined by the City.
The Master Plan would establish a long‐term vision for the physical form of
the project area. The urban design strategy documented in the Master Plan
would give attention to the treatment of transitions, arrivals, connections
and activity nodes along the public right‐of‐way (ROW). It would identify
locations of increased allowable density as well as sites appropriate for
public space improvements (i.e. plazas, public art installations, etc.). Design
Guidelines would provide specific parameters for the design of structures
and streetscape elements such as treatment of building facades, signage,
street furniture, paving, vegetation, etc. The Design Guidelines would be a
mechanism to ensure a consistent street wall by imposing specific
requirements such as a minimum two‐story façade at the North Avenue
frontage, minimum building setbacks and prohibiting parking between the
building and the ROW for properties with frontage on North Avenue.

Recommendation #2: Amend the Zoning Code to increase flexibility and
responsiveness to market conditions.
Changes to the zoning code should reflect the urban design strategy
documented in the Master Plan (see recommendation #1).
Specifically, the Zoning Code should employ the Floating Zone mechanism
to incentivize consolidation of building lots. Larger building parcels would
increase development potential at strategic locations within the North
Avenue corridor and facilitate transportation oriented development (TOD)
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within the Burling Triangle as recommended in the CSS Report. Regulations
should incorporate the use of density bonuses in exchange for public
benefits (i.e. public spaces, parking, and sustainable design).

Recommendation # 3: Employ a form‐based strategy to shape the form of
the North Avenue corridor.
Like most zoning codes, New Rochelle’s current Code is primarily concerned
with controlling land uses, rather than creating a desirable urban form. The
application of a form‐based code (FBC) would fundamentally shift the
perspective from a focus on prevention of unwanted outcomes, to the
provision of a plan to achieve the community’s goals and aspirations.
Through the use of building form standards and public space standards
mapped to a regulating plan, the FBC would provide a set of requirements
that promote efficient organization of urban functions, support social
vitality and prioritize the pedestrian experience.
It is anticipated that the upcoming effort to facilitate development on
multiple city‐owned downtown sites, for which the City of New Rochelle has
recently engaged a Master Developer, will employ a form‐based strategy.
This process aims to spur downtown revitalization and transit‐oriented
development with a holistic approach and significant community input. The
current project should be incorporated into this process due to its
immediate adjacency to the downtown area, its proximity to the transit hub
and the integral nature of the urban functions.

Recommendation #4: Revise parking requirements for new development
based on current and future transportation trends.
The parking requirements contained in the current Zoning Code should be
revised. As recommended in the CSS Report, the Central Parking Area
should be expanded and parking requirements for office and multi‐unit
residential development within ½ mile of the transit hub should be reduced.
The basis for this recommendation is that improvements to the pedestrian
environment and the mixed use nature of new development will result in a
decrease in the need for private automobile ownership.

Recommendation #5: Revise parking requirements for small parcels.
Along North Avenue there are many small building lots for which the
current requirements for provision of parking severely limit potential
development opportunities. The parking requirements should be revised to
provide property owner’s flexibility in the fulfilment of parking
requirements. Parking requirements should be eliminated for parcels under
20,000 SF fronting on North Avenue. Property owners should be given an
option of payment in‐lieu‐of providing on‐site parking if adequate nearby
public parking spaces are available.
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Recommendation #6: Shared parking should be allowed, encouraged and
facilitated.
The City should identify convenient locations to construct multi‐level
parking structures to serve North Avenue properties (i.e. City Hall lot, east
side of Burling Triangle). Incentives should be given to large development
projects to provide public parking. A municipal circulator should be created
to further support the strategy of shared parking. This new link in the public
transportation system would reduce the need for using private vehicles for
short trips and between local destinations, add convenience and reduce fuel
consumption by employing sustainable technologies.

Recommendation #6: Enhance and expand pedestrian space within the
North Avenue corridor.
Continue the City’s investment in streetscape improvements. Identify
opportunities to enhance and expand pedestrian space within the North
Avenue corridor. One potential strategy which should be explored further is
the re‐routing of south‐bound vehicular traffic off of North Avenue at
Lincoln to reduce width required for vehicular travel.

Recommendation #7: Make North Avenue a ‘Complete Street’
The public ROW should be reconfigured to better serve the variety of
transportation modes. This redistribution of the physical space should be
based on the concept of Complete Streets to expand transportation options.
Designated bicycle lanes should be provided on North Avenue. Pedestrian
crossings of vehicular travel lanes should be better defined and crossing
distances reduced.
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ANALYSIS DIAGRAMS

The analysis diagrams on the following pages present initial thoughts and
perspectives on the shape of the public space within the project area. The
idea of “villages along a spine” was introduced as an organizational concept
for potential future development along the North Avenue corridor. This idea
is further refined based on the existing circulation flow and activity
generators. The final diagram suggests potential opportunities for
recapturing and reorganizing public space.
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Analysis diagrams
PROJECT STUDY AREA

DIRECTIONAL FLOW
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‘VILLAGES’ ALONG A SPINE

APPROACH/ACCESS
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APPENDIX
Workshop Presentations and Summary Reports
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August 19, 2014

Public Workshop #1

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

August 14, 2014

Where are we now?
Where can we go?

New Rochelle
Rochelle Industrial
New
Industrial
Development Agency
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

Introduction

What has been done?

2008 Recommendations


Increase allowable density:
Existing
NB (2 story, 30 ft, FAR 0.5, max lot coverage 50%)
>to change to >
NA (3 story, 45 ft, FAR 2.0, Max lot coverage 90%)



NAFZ‐ incentive
additional height (up to 6 story, 75 ft. …or 12 story, 140 ft)
density ( 3.0 or 4.0) in exchange for parcel consolidation and
public amenities/ benefit.



Reduce requirement to provide parking



Rezone to fit existing development in existing locations

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

1
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August 19, 2014

Introduction

What has been done?

R2‐7.0

Since 2008








Zoning amendments
Allowance for additional height for College
Related Uses
Extension of Central Parking Area
onto portion of North Avenue
Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
study for downtown
Design guidelines for complete streets
Public space improvements
Signs of private investment

RMF‐0.7
NA
R2‐7.0

RMF

NB Transit Oriented Floating District
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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Work Session

What do we have?


What defines the character of North Avenue in 2014?

Function

What is the current role of North Avenue in the City of New Rochelle?
Who uses North Avenue?
Why would a resident of New Rochelle walk on North Avenue? A visitor?
Why would a resident of New Rochelle cycle on North Avenue? A visitor?
Who drives on North Avenue?
Why do residents drive on North Avenue? others?
Where are travelers going to and coming from? local or distant destinations?

Form
What physical characteristics are present that
‐provides pedestrian scale interest,
‐comfort, safety, sense of place?
What do you see when you look around?
What don’t you see?
‐signs of ownership or pride?
‐investment in the structures or streetscape?

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

street walls
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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neighborhoods and architecture
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

pride, ownership
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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streetscape and amenities
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

‘place’
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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Work Session

What are the possibilities?


What is the potential role of North Avenue?

What elements exists which may provide the foundation for potential development?
Physical elements?
Activity drivers?
Adjacencies?
What are the elements required to attract activity?
To encourage investment?
To create a ‘place’ with an identity?
To form connections to North Avenue as a place?

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

street wall ‘tricks’
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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gateway…identity
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

urban fabric
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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façade ‘tricks’
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

residential Infill
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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mixed‐use infill
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

garage structure
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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Saratoga Springs, NY

larger, denser, walkable
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014

Summary

What did we hear tonight? Where do we go next?




Initial thoughts—
 Are the recommendations from the 2008 study still desirable? Relevant?
 What type of development would be…appropriate? desirable? beneficial? achievable?
Look around…tell us‐and show us‐ what you see!

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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August 19, 2014

Public Workshop #1

North Avenue Corridor Study Update
August 14, 2014

Where are we now?

Where can we go?

New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency
New Rochelle Industrial
Development Agency

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

Public Workshop #1, August 14, 2014
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Environmental and Planning Consultants
34 South Broadway
Suite 401
White Plains, NY 10601
tel: 914 949-7336
fax: 914 949-7559
www.akrf.com

Memorandum
To:

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

From:

Susan Jainchill

Date:

August 19, 2014

Re:

Workshop I Summary

cc:

This memo provides a summary of the first Public Workshop for the North Avenue Corridor Study
Update Project held at the New Rochelle City Hall on August 14, 2014.
Attendees
First Name
Susan
Nick
Greg
Fred
Marty
Jim
Michele
Iris
Barry
Ivar
Nina
Luiz
Ayanna
Suzanne
Graham

Lat Name
Schlecker
Williams
Varian
Towers
Cassidy
Martin
Nelson
Rosario
Fertel
Hyden
Arron
Aragon
Wayner
Jainchill
Trelsted

Organization
Beechmont Neighborhood Association
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association and business owner
Mt Joy / White Oak Neighborhood Association
Mt Joy / White Oak Neighborhood Association
Sunset View Park Neighborhood Association
Iona College
Montefiore Hospital
Councilman
Councilman
City of New Rochelle
City of New Rochelle
City of New Rochelle
AKRF
AKRF

.

AKRF, Inc. ● New York City ● Hudson Valley Region ● Long Island ● Baltimore / Washington Area ● New Jersey ● Connecticut
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New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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August 19, 2014

General Workshop Format
A PowerPoint presentation prepared by AKRF provided a framework for the group-wide conversation. It
began with discussion of the recent history of revitalization efforts, the 2008 AKRF Study and other
projects and plans related to North Avenue. Next the scope and objective of the current project effort was
defined. The remainder of the workshop included a discussion of the existing character of North Avenue,
identification of challenges presented by the existing conditions along the corridor and an introduction to
AKRF’s upcoming case study exercise.

Project Background
Councilman Fertel provided some background to the current project. He stated that the City Council did
not pass a zoning amendment proposal based on AKRF’s 2008 “New Rochelle North Avenue Corridor
Study.” He considered this a missed opportunity to encourage investment along North Avenue. The
recommendations of the 2008 study were based on four elements: allowing increased density,
incentivizing parcel consolidation, reduction in the requirement to provide onsite parking within a
redeveloped parcel and changes to the zoning of specific parcels to respond to existing land use. Zoning
amendments which provided a significantly lesser level of density and flexibility than recommended by
the AKRF study had been adopted, but only modest changes have occurred along the North Avenue
corridor.
Since the 2008, there have been several projects, studies, reports and planning efforts which would have
some effect on, and provide a context for, the current project. The following items were identified as
planned, in-progress or completed:



The rezoning of the Iona district allows for additional height for College Related Uses;
The Central Parking Area has been expanded onto a portion of North Avenue north of I-95;



Transit Oriented Development (TOD) study for downtown has been completed;




The City published an RFQ for a Master Developer for Transit-Oriented & Downtown Clusters;
A resolution has been passed defining the City policy to require design guidelines for complete
streets;



Public space/ streetscape improvements along North Avenue have been implemented;




The City is looking at the possibility of adding additional pedestrian connections over I-95;
The City has a Façade Improvement Program in which private owners’ investment in façade
improvements may be subsidized by city funding.
Iona has partnered in the Façade Improvement Program for properties in the vicinity of its
campus;
The City is in the process of retaining a city re-branding consultant;
Montefiore is considering expansion of neighborhood and out-patient services; and
The City has applied for a grant for a new City-wide circulator shuttle
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Project Definition
The project area is defined as the properties fronting North Avenue from Burling Lane to Fifth Avenue
with consideration of transition zones (i.e. between Fifth Avenue and Treno Street) that may overlap with
neighboring districts. The triangular area south of Burling Land, east of Memorial Highway and north of
I-95 is of particular interest due to its proximity to the Downtown District, the transportation hub and the
Hospital District (see map below).
The objective of the current project is to develop a set of revised recommendations based on AKRF’s

2008 study, public input and case studies of successful urban corridor revitalization projects in
comparable municipalities. It was emphasized, that this effort is not starting from scratch but will build
on past efforts.
The intent is to employ a multi-pronged approach to arrive at a set of recommendations. This project will
use a design-based framework to encourage development in contrast to the previous study’s regulatory
focus. Recommendations will need to provide flexibility rather than a one-size-fits-all approach. It was
pointed out that this will be a complex process which will not result in a ‘perfect’ solution and may be
seen by some individuals as disruptive. One participant referred to the adage, “don’t let the perfect be the
enemy of the good’.
Existing Character
During group discussions it was pointed out that North Avenue is the only north-south connector through
the length of New Rochelle and functions as an important transportation corridor. It currently functions
as a passageway, not a destination. The experience of traveling on North Avenue is characterized by the
congestion of slow-moving traffic, particularly during peak travel hours. Locals know to avoid the
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New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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corridor and strategically opt for circuitous routes to save travel time. The lack of marked bike lanes and
the unpredictability of vehicular traffic patterns create a general feeling of discomfort and danger which
discourages bicycle travel in the right-of-way.
Near Iona, the corridor functions as a ‘gateway’ to the downtown area and there is a sense of arrival, a
sense of ‘place’. But, as one travels south, the character of North Avenue quickly becomes a ‘void’, or
an absence of ’place’. The sense of being nowhere persists despite physical improvements to the
streetscape and significant lengths of defined street walls. Throughout the corridor vacant lots, parking
areas and automobile-orienting businesses break the continuity in the street wall. Although North
Avenue’s architecture includes iconic structures, the variety of styles and contrasting scales is somewhat
incongruous and unbalanced. The existing conditions do not provide an invitation to local residents and
visitors to explore. The treatment of building façades is inconsistent. One workshop participant
attributed the underutilization of the retail establishments to the lack of communication; she pointed out
that the goods and services offered by the storefront businesses are not readily recognized by visitors and
residents from other parts of the City.
Project Challenges
The following are some of the project challenges identified during the workshop:


The recommendations for the corridor must be sensitive to the adjacent residential
neighborhoods. The edge treatment between the mixed-use corridor and the residential areas
must be addressed through buffering or other techniques.



The public planning process needs to provide a clear statement regarding the desire for density.



Pedestrian character, identity, and sense of place must be addressed.



To achieve the desired revitalization developers’ and retailers’ needs, in terms of numbers, must
be fulfilled. A strong argument must be made that this corridor can and will support the
requirements for successful development such as parking, foot traffic, daytime population, etc.




Parking is a big issue. Location, quantity, accessibility and convenience must be considered.
The relationship between development and taxes must be recognized. There will be an ongoing
need for maintenance and capital improvements of public spaces. Alternative methods of funding
should be explored if appropriate.
Case Study
Participants identified potential comparable locations for case-studies such as Mamaroneck Avenue in
White Plains, Port Chester, and Larchmont Village. AKRF presented the Norwalk’s SONO area and
Saratoga Springs to begin the discussion of case-studies. The PowerPoint presentation provided photos
of urban revitalization design concepts and techniques including samples of gateway elements, overall
identity, and street wall and façade ‘tricks’. Examples of successful mixed use infill and residential infill
and a thoughtfully designed parking structure were also presented.
Next Steps
The second public workshop will take place in September or October. Workshop participants agreed that
the success of this process will be dependent of real, thoughtful and continuous public participation. The
participants were asked to identify other individual or stakeholders groups who may not have been
represented at the first workshop. They we also asked to keep an eye open for potential locations for
case-studies and to take pictures to share with the working group.
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October 2, 2014

Public Workshop #2

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

October 2, 2014

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Review of Workshop #1
Project Objective
Develop a set of revised recommendations for
AKRF’s 2008 study based on public input and
case studies of successful corridor revitalization
projects
Project Area
• North Ave. between 5th and Burling
• Transition Zones to the north and south
• Triangle north of I‐95
Group‐wide conversation
• recent history of revitalization efforts
• the scope and objective of the current
project
• discussion of the existing character
• existing conditions and identification of
challenges
Function
• North‐South connector
• Transportation corridor
o Passageway‐not destination
o Vehicle travel congested, slow‐
moving
o Bicycle travel uncomfortable
• Gateway
o Sense of arrival becomes a void,
absence of place

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

1
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Elements of Urban Character

street walls

pride, ownership

furniture and amenities

architecture

‘place’

depth

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Design/Planning Techniques

garage structure

mixed‐use infill

residential Infill

gateway…identity

street wall ‘tricks’

façade ‘tricks’

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Identified Challenges

DIRECTIVES

buffer, transition,
and/or define edges
with sensitivity to
adjacent
neighborhoods

•Recommendations for the corridor must be sensitive to the adjacent
residential neighborhoods. The edge treatment between the mixed‐use
corridor and the residential areas must be addressed through buffering or
other techniques.

consider the
form, character,
and experience
of density

•The public planning process needs to provide a clear statement regarding the
desire for density.
•Pedestrian character, identity, and sense of place must be addressed.

Create identity and a
sense of place

•To achieve the desired revitalization, developers’ and retailers’ needs‐in
terms of numbers‐must be fulfilled. A strong argument must be made that
this corridor can and will support the requirements for successful
development such as parking, foot traffic, daytime population, etc.

Assure
achievability

•Parking is a big issue. Location, quantity, accessibility and convenience must
be considered.
•The relationship between development and taxes must be recognized. There
will be an ongoing need for maintenance and capital improvements of public
spaces. Alternative methods of funding should be explored if appropriate.

Develop a long‐
term strategy for
maintenance,
operation and
programming.

Address
functional
requirements

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Case Studies

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Case Studies
Saratoga Springs

• Significant similarities to New Rochelle
(i.e. urban character, economic development
objectives, proximity to NYC, etc.)
• Variety of strategies used to address challenges
similar to those found on North Avenue
• Successful, vibrant and active urban corridors
which continue to attract investment

Norwalk
Yonkers
Montclair

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Case Studies
Transit Commute Time
27 to 36 min to NYC

58 to 70 min to NYC
12 to 16 min to Stamford
52 to 59 min to New Haven

Median Household Income
$ 66,149.00

$ 75,446.00

Persons per Square Mile
7,446

Land Area In Square Miles
10.35

Population

77,062

3,745

22.86

85,603

NA

30 to 37 min to NYC

$ 62,766.00

$ 56,782.00

947

10,880

28.07

26,586

18.0

195,976

26 to 46 min to NYC

$ 95,696.00

5,971

6.32

37,669

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Case Studies

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Identity/ Image/ Brand

“SONO stands at the intersection of a rich industrial history and the
future of Fairfield County culture.”
“…for those who want a little city in their suburbs”

• Architectural authenticity‐historic buildings
and well designed new buildings
• TOD, multi‐unit residential developments
within walking distance of train station
• Ongoing public involvement and active BID

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Form and Scale

• 60’ to façade
• 10’ pedestrian zone
• 8’ parking
• 12’ lanes – one each direction
• 3 to 4 story facades
• Began reinventing itself
approximately 25 years ago with a
focus on retail, dining, entertainment
• Recent increase in multi‐unit
residential within walking distance of
train station

North Avenue

New Rochelle

Railroad Avenue

Saratoga Springs

Main Street

Yonkers

South Park Street

Montclair

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

What density can look like…

• 154 valet parking spaces for both residents
and general public
• 66 residential units (10% workforce
housing and 6 affordable units)
• Anticipates attracting single millennials and
older empty nesters

The Pearl Residential Project

Photo Source: nancyonnorwalk.com

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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What density can look like…

• Multi‐use
• 108 residential units
• 200+ parking spaces

Ironworks

Photo Source: ironworkssono.com/

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Identity/ Image/ Brand

• Existing ‘brand’, historic main street, horse racing
• "People want to live in downtown Saratoga in a pedestrian‐
friendly setting”
• "You don't have to get in your car and leave for anything."

Photo Source: http://i.imgur.com/gwrV9mn.jpg

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Guided Development
• Comprehensive plan called for a Special
Development Area
• Zoning Code eliminated all developer
parking requirements, but parking is still
being built per need as determined by
developers
• Ground floor commercial/ retail required
• District Design Guidelines incorporated
into zoning code

Image Source: Saratoga Springs Zoning Map

Image Source: Saratoga Springs Comprehensive Plan

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Form and Scale
• 60’ to façade
• +/‐ 10’ pedestrian zone
• 8’ parking
• 12’ lanes – one each direction
• 4 to 6 story facades with balconies
and setbacks
• Residential development near main
street retail corridor
• Use a modified form‐based code with
‘transects’ to transition from high to
low density

Photo Source: http://www.timesunion.com/

North Avenue

New Rochelle

Washington Street

Norwalk

Main Street

Yonkers

South Park Street

Montclair

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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What density can look like…
• Mixed‐use, 124 residential units, 19,000 SF
Grocery Store + other retail
• 151 parking spaces

Photo Source: Bonacio Construction

Image Souce: http://www.saratogian.com/

Market Center

Photo Source: Bonacio Construction

Image Source: Google Earth

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Identity/ Image/ Brand

“Yonkers is a big city, but one of its
most lovable traits is its small‐town
density and intimacy, the hustle and
flow of its streets lined with mom‐and‐
pop shops and its funky aura of
bygone heavy industry.”
(Scenic Hudson)

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Identity/ Image/ Brand

• Place Making as the “Centerpiece of
the city’s redevelopment blueprint”
(Pataki)
• Uncovering the river exposed
possibilities and ignited the
imagination

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Challenges and Concerns
• “If there is not change, there is no progress”
(Yonkers business owner)
• Blending old with new‐ avoid gentrification
• “The people guiding Yonkers’s renewal
should not forget that the best kind of
development — like the long‐overdue return
of the Saw Mill River — takes place on a
humble, human scale.” (Scenic Hudson)

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Form and Scale

North Avenue

New Rochelle

• 70’ to façade
• 15’ pedestrian zone
• 8’ parking
• 12’ lanes – one each direction
• 4 to 10 story facades with upper
levels setback

Washington Street

Norwalk

Railroad Avenue

South Park Street

Saratoga Springs

Montclair

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

What density can look like…
PUBLIC LIBRARY

DAYLIGHTING PROJECT

COMMUTER
TRAIN

66 Main Street
New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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What density can look like…
PUBLIC LIBRARY

DAYLIGHTING PROJECT

COMMUTER
TRAIN

2003
• First residential development in Yonkers in more than 30 year on a
former industrial site
• Public Library and BoE in renovated Otis Elevator headquarters
• Renovation to historic train station
• 1.5 mile Esplanade Park on riverfront

Hudson Park
New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Identity/ Image/ Brand
“It’s a little more urban, a little more edgy than a typical
homogeneous suburban downtown,”
“Contrast is king on funky but chic Bloomfield Avenue.”

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Challenges and Concerns
• Growth in multi‐family housing and office uses would
“disturb its quaint tree‐lined neighborhoods”
• Do not want it to turn into a ‘generic mall’ aiming for
“revitalizing itself without destroying its charm”
• Pushing to adopt a ‘car‐light’ life style
• “Perpetually inadequate parking gives all downtown
merchants agita”

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Form and Scale

• 60’ to façade
• 10’+ pedestrian zone
• 8’ parking on both sides
• One travel lane, one‐way travel
• 8 story facades‐ setbacks at 2nd story and 6th story

North Avenue

New Rochelle

Washington Street

Norwalk

Railroad Avenue

Saratoga Springs

Main Street

Yonkers

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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What density can look like…

ART
MUSEUM
COMMUTER
TRAIN

• Site was DCH Auto Group
• Looking to attract the “creative class” ‐tech, advertisings, media, architects
• Mixed use
o 258 residential units
o 571 parking spaces
o 24,500 SF office space
o 25,5000 SF retail space
COMMUTER
TRAIN

Valley& Bloom
New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

What density can look like…

ART
MUSEUM
COMMUTER
TRAIN

• First full‐service hotel in Montclair since 1938
• “Will compliment Montclair’s organic street life”
• 8 story, 120,000 SF
o 148 rooms
o 13,000 SF office/conference space
o Farm‐to‐table restaurant
o Rooftop bar
o Lobby library
o Valet parking‐ six story parking garage
o Outdoor plaza
o Art exhibit program run in partnership with the township

COMMUTER
TRAIN

• class” ‐tech, advertisings, media, architects
• Mixed use,
o 258 residential units
o 571 parking spaces
o 24,500 SFoffice space
o 25,5000 SF retail space

The MC Hotel
New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Applying Case Studies to North Avenue

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Suite 401
White Plains, NY 10601
tel: 914 949-7336
fax: 914 949-7559
www.akrf.com

Memorandum
To:

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

From:

Susan Jainchill

Date:

October 9, 2014

Re:

Public Workshop II Summary

cc:

This memo provides a summary of the second public workshop for the North Avenue Corridor Study
Update Project held at the New Rochelle City Hall on October 2, 2014..
Attendees
First Name
Noam
Susan
Nick
Ivar
Iris
Charles J.
Nick
Frank
Fred
Jared
Sean
Sarah
Gregory
Bob
Nina
Luiz
Susan

Lat Name
Bramson
Schlecker
Williams
Hyden
Rosario
DePasquale
Williams
Miceli
Towers
Rice
Creighton
Dodds-Brown
Merchant
Marrone
Arron
Aragon
Jainchill

Organization
Mayor, City of New Rochelle
Beechmont Neighborhood Association
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association
Councilman
Montefiore Hospital
NDR Group, Inc.
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association
Chamber of Commerce
Mt Joy / White Oak Neighborhood Association
City Council
Historic District
Planning Board
I.D.P
Chamber of Commerce
City of New Rochelle
City of New Rochelle
AKRF

.

AKRF, Inc. ● New York City ● Hudson Valley Region ● Long Island ● Baltimore / Washington Area ● New Jersey ● Connecticut
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Workshop Summary
The framework for the group-wide conversation was based on a PowerPoint presentation prepared by
AKRF. It began with a brief review of Public Workshop I as summarized in AKRF’s memo dated August
19, 2014. The challenges identified in the previous workshop were translated into the following
objective:







Buffer, transition, and/or define edges with sensitivity to adjacent neighborhoods
Consider the form, character, and experience of density
Create identity and a sense of place
Assure achievability
Address functional requirements
Develop a long-term strategy for maintenance, operation and programming.

AKRF next presented case studies of specific locations within Norwalk, CT, Saratoga Springs, NY,
Yonkers, NY and Montclair NJ. These municipalities are comparable to North Avenue in New Rochelle
with similar challenges and economic development objectives. The information presented in these case
studies focused around four guiding questions: 1) What does increased density look like? 2) What makes
this place unique, attractive and enjoyable? 3) What actions were taken to encourage investment? 4) How
were challenges addressed? In particular, the case studies looked at urban design elements including form
and scale, identity, district edges and parking strategies.
The following are some topics and ideas brought up during the group discussion which followed the
presentation of the case studies:


North Avenue should be complimentary to the central business district (CBD), of a different
urban character, not a competing.



The Burling Triangle may be seen as the northern spur of our CBD.



The central parking district should be extended to the part of the project area closest to the CBD
up North Ave corridor



Create several ‘villages’ along North Avenue of gradually increasing density as it approaches the
CBD.



The strategy of a series of core parking with jitneys/trolley running to/from core parking to transit
center was discussed. For a circulator to be successful it will need to be reliable, frequent, lowcost and provide a quality, perhaps unique, experience.



There is ongoing concern of non-resident parking within the adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The idea of residential permit parking was discussed. Some ideas were discussed to ease the
pressure including increasing the overall amount of parking with structured, perhaps automated
systems.



The 12,000 college students in New Rochelle are seen as beneficial to the urban economy and
character,



The Zipcar program or other shared vehicle programs are interesting and should be further
investigated as part of the overall set of TOD strategies



Quality of design is critical for success, but the limitations in set by the current zoning must be
addressed first.



New Rochelle should consider the formation of a municipal Architectural Review Board.

A-32
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A holistic approach to transportation and traffic flow should be used to address improvements to
circulations in terms of time, convenience and experience of travel through North Avenue.



There was a general agreement that increasing allowable density along North Avenue would be
desirable. The allowable form and scale of new development should be based on a well thoughtthrough strategy with the guiding objective of public benefit.

Next Steps
AKRF will develop a set of recommendations based on the 2008 Study, the case studies presented and the
Workshop discussions. These recommendations will be presented at the next workshop for review and
discussion.
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Public Workshop #3

North Avenue Corridor Study Update

November 19, 2014

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Introduction

Basis for Recommendations



Public Workshops



Consultation with municipal
staff



Case Studies (Workshop #2)



The North Avenue Corridor
Study (2008)



The Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) Smart
Growth Study (January 2014)

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Introduction

Public Workshop # 1
‐Project Definition
 Project Objective

Develop a set of revised
recommendations for AKRF’s 2008 study
based on public input and case studies of
successful corridor revitalization projects

 Project Area
•
•
•

North Ave. between 5th and Burling
Transition Zones to the north and south
Triangle north of I‐95

 Group‐wide conversation
•
•
•
•

Recent history of revitalization efforts
The scope and objective of the current
project
Discussion of the existing character
Existing conditions and identification of
challenges

 Function

North‐south connector
Transportation corridor
o Passageway‐not destination
o Vehicle travel congested, slow‐moving
o Bicycle travel uncomfortable
• Gateway
o Sense of arrival becomes a void,
absence of place

•
•

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Introduction

Public Workshop #2
‐Case Studies

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Introduction

Public Workshop #2:
Case Studies

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Introduction

Public Workshop #2:
‐Case Studies

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Summary of Findings
General Statement






There was general consensus that an
increase in density within the project
area is not only acceptable but desirable
and necessary to achieve the goal of
corridor revitalization.
The form and location of new mixed‐use
development along the corridor must be
guided with a priority placed on the
public good.
The City has the ability to
influence, encourage, limit, and shape
future development.

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Summary of Findings
Define Goals

Develop Objectives

Create a Strategy‐Recommend Actions
New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Summary of Findings
Definition of Goals


Urban Design



Zoning



Parking

Establish a functional form and flow of public space

Allow for flexibility and directed density

Rethink requirements in the wider context


Complete Streets
Re‐frame circulation issues

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Summary of Findings
Urban Design Recommendations


Goal



Objectives

 Establish a functional form and flow of public space.
 Define and communicate a concept for the
form and flow of the public space.
 Develop a mechanism to guide development
and apply the concept.


Strategy


Define ‐ develop a concept based on the ‘villages along a spine’
idea. Place value on the pedestrian experience. Give attention
to transitions, arrival, connections, activity nodes.



Document and Communicate – create a corridor master plan and
design guidelines. This document will inform both developers
and municipal decision makers.



Guide ‐ Establish a municipal advisory board focused exclusively
on issues of architecture, landscape architecture and urban
design.



Other?

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Summary of Findings
Zoning Recommendations


Goal



Objectives

 Allow for flexibility and directed density.





Revise the Zoning Code to provide increased flexibility and
responsiveness to market conditions coupled with increased
municipal discretion and design control.
Revise allowable dimensional standards to reflect the Urban
Design Strategy.

Strategy


Use the Floating Zone mechanism to incentivize consolidation of
building lots through increased allowable density. This can be
used to:
»
»




Incorporate the use of density bonuses in exchange for public
benefit (i.e. public spaces, parking, sustainable design).
Consider employing a form‐based strategy for regulation of new
sub‐districts:
»



Increase allowable density within the Burling Triangle (see TOD Study
recommendations).
Create a new development character or ‘village center’ in the general area
of City Hall.

Base regulations for new development on form of buildings and their
influence on public spaces rather than on use.

Other?

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Summary of Findings

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Summary of Findings
Parking Recommendations


Goal



Objectives

 Rethink requirements in the wider context.




Create a district‐wide parking strategy, rather than a
regulation focused on lot by lot development.
Reevaluate requirements for parking based on current and
future transportation trends .

Strategy









Revise parking requirements (see TOD Study) based on
distance from transit hub (within ¼ mile or ½ mile of the
train station).
Eliminate parking requirements for small lots (less than
20,000 SF) fronting on North Avenue.
Expand options for ‘payment‐in‐lieu‐of’ to fulfill parking
requirements.
Identify convenient locations for multi‐level parking
structures to serve North Avenue properties (i.e. City Hall
lot, east side of Burling Triangle).
Consider options for inclusion of public parking in private
garages of new developments.
Other?

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Summary of Findings
Complete Streets Recommendations


Goal



Objectives

 Re‐frame/ re‐prioritize circulation issues.





Increase the quality and safety of ROW for bicyclists and
pedestrians
Improve alternative vehicle routes to the transit hub and
Downtown
Improve convenience, quality, and accessibility of public transit

Strategy



Provide designated bicycle lanes on North Avenue.
Increase the quantity and quality of pedestrian space.
»

»





Create new pedestrian space.
•
Explore rerouting south‐bound vehicular traffic off of North
Avenue at Lincoln to reduce width required for vehicular travel.
Continue to improve pedestrian experience.
•
Add green space minimize crossing distances, etc.

Expand transit options within the City by providing a low‐
fee/free circulator with service to parking lots and various
commercial, education and recreation destinations.
Other?

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Bringing it Together

PROJECT STUDY AREA

‘VILLAGES’ ALONG A SPINE

DIRECTIONAL FLOW

APPROACH/ACCESS

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Bringing it Together

ACTIVITY GENERATORS

CONNECTIONS

SPACIAL FLOW CONCEPT

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Bringing it Together

ACTIVITY GENERATORS

CONNECTIONS

SPACIAL FLOW CONCEPT

CIRCULATION – PUBLIC SPACE

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

Public Workshop #3

North Avenue Corridor Study Update



Urban Design



Zoning



Parking

November 19, 2014

Establish a functional form and flow of public space

Allow for flexibility and directed density

Rethink requirements in the wider context


Complete Streets
Re‐frame circulation issues

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency
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Memorandum
To:

New Rochelle Industrial Development Agency

From:

Susan Jainchill

Date:

December 9, 2014

Re:

Public Workshop III Summary

cc:

This memo provides a summary of the third public workshop for the North Avenue Corridor Study
Update Project held at the New Rochelle City Hall on November 19, 2014.
Attendees
First Name
Gill
Nelson
Murray
Conte
Ross
Towers
Kemp
Cohen
Marciano
Williams
Schlecker
Dodds-Brown
Varian
Hyden
Berdé Mahl
Gilwit
Aragon
Wayner
Arron
Jainchill
.

Lat Name
Kathleen
Michelle
Koloji
Stephen
Ralph
Fred
Gabriel
Alan
Anthony
Nick
Susan
Sarah
Greg
Ivar
Olga
Kathy
Luiz
Ayanna
Nina
Susan

Organization
Iona
Iona
Tax Assunces
Gotham 1955
Pratt & D'Angelo Xpress Bath
Mt. Joy Neighborhood Assn
City of New Rochelle
AJ Burgers
C21 Marciano
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association
Beechmont Neighborhood Association
NR Planning Board
Halcyon Park Neighborhood Association
Councilmember
Arts and business development
547 North Ave
City of New Rochelle
City of New Rochelle
City of New Rochelle
AKRF

AKRF, Inc. ● New York City ● Hudson Valley Region ● Long Island ● Baltimore / Washington Area ● New Jersey ● Connecticut
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Workshop Summary
AKRF presented recommendations for the revitalization of North Avenue based on goals and objectives
developed over the course of the outreach process.

Introduction
Identified the basis for the recommendations
-

Public Workshops

-

Consultation with municipal staff

-

Case Studies (Workshop #2)

-

The North Avenue Corridor Study (2008)

-

The Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Smart Growth Study (January 2014)

Review
-

Workshop #1 (see summary memo dated August 19, 2014)

-

Workshop #2 (see summary memo dated October 9, 2014).

Summary of Findings
General Statement
-

There was general consensus that an increase in density within the project area is not only
acceptable but desirable and necessary to achieve the goal of corridor revitalization.

-

The form and location of new mixed-use development along the corridor must be guided with a
priority placed on the public good.

-

The City has the ability to influence, encourage, limit, and shape future development. The City’s
‘toolbox’ includes: zoning regulations, design guidelines, targeted capital investments, public
relations or marketing campaigns.

Urban Design Recommendations
-

Goal


-

-

A-44

Establish a functional form and flow of public space.

Objectives


Define and communicate a concept for the form and flow of the public space.



Develop a mechanism to guide development and apply the concept.

Strategy


Define - develop a concept based on the ‘villages along a spine’ idea. Place value on the
pedestrian experience. Give attention to transitions, arrival, connections, activity nodes.



Document and Communicate – create a corridor master plan and design guidelines. This
document will inform both developers and municipal decision makers.



Guide - Establish a municipal advisory board focused exclusively on issues of architecture,
landscape architecture and urban design.
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Zoning Recommendations
-

Goal


-

-

Allow for flexibility and directed density.

Objectives


Revise the Zoning Code to provide increased flexibility and responsiveness to market
conditions coupled with increased municipal discretion and design control.



Revise allowable dimensional standards to reflect the Urban Design Strategy.

Strategy


Use the Floating Zone mechanism to incentivize consolidation of building lots through
increased allowable density. This can be used to:
o Increase allowable density within the Burling Triangle (see TOD Study
recommendations).
o Create a new development character or ‘village center’ in the general area of City
Hall.



Incorporate the use of density bonuses in exchange for public benefit (i.e. public spaces,
parking, sustainable design).



Consider employing a form-based strategy for regulation of new sub-districts:
o Base regulations for new development on form of buildings and their influence
on public spaces rather than on use.

Parking Recommendations
-

Goal


-

-

Rethink requirements in the wider context.

Objectives


Create a district-wide parking strategy, rather than regulation focused on lot by lot
development.



Reevaluate requirements for parking based on current and future transportation trends.

Strategy


Revise parking requirements (see TOD Study) based on distance from transit hub (within ¼
mile or ½ mile of the train station).



Eliminate parking requirements for small lots (less than 20,000 SF) fronting on North
Avenue.



Expand options for ‘payment-in-lieu-of’ to fulfill parking requirements.



Identify convenient locations for multi-level parking structures to serve North Avenue
properties (i.e. City Hall lot, east side of Burling Triangle).



Consider options for inclusion of public parking in private garages of new developments.
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Complete Streets Recommendations
-

Goal


-

-

Re-frame / re-prioritize circulation issues.

Objectives


Increase the quality and safety of ROW (right of way) for bicyclists and pedestrians



Improve alternative vehicle routes to the transit hub and Downtown



Improve convenience, quality, and accessibility of public transit

Strategy


Provide designated bicycle lanes on North Avenue.



Increase the quantity and quality of pedestrian space.
o Create new pedestrian space. Explore rerouting south-bound vehicular traffic off
of North Avenue at Lincoln to reduce width required for vehicular travel.
o Continue to improve pedestrian experience. Add green space minimize crossing
distances, etc.



Expand transit options within the City by providing a low- fee/free circulator with service to
parking lots and various commercial, education and recreation destinations.

Bringing it together
AKRF presented a physical analysis of the study area through diagrams of the directional flow,
approach/access, and activity generators. These analyses of the existing form and function of the study
area led to a potential spatial flow concept and circulation/public space model for future development.

Public Input
The workshop participants shared ideas and comments through a thoughtful, dynamic and constructive
discussion. Belo is a brief list of some of the participants’ reactions to the recommendations presented:
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There was concern that a new Guide municipal advisory board focused exclusively on
issues of architecture, landscape architecture and urban design would further complicate the
approvals process.



A visualization of a district master plan would be a helpful tool to guide elected and
appointed municipal officials responsible for review and approvals.



Specific density bonuses should be used to encourage good development.



There was a suggestion to ask for a concession of frontage from private property
owners to widen the public space.



The form based zoning concept should be further explored as option for the North
Avenue corridor.
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The provision of parking should be focused on the objective and intent of the corridor
function; think about who we want to attract (locals, shoppers, tourists, etc.) and what
are these people looking for.



Expand options for people to get around other than private cars.



Place value on quality of life issues for businesses and services in the area.



The quality and consistency of signage is a major issue which requires immediate
attention.



In order to see physical results from this outreach process it is important for the
participants of these workshops to contact their councilmembers. The members of the
City Council need to hear from the public about the desire for progress in the
revitalization of North Avenue.



The representatives of neighborhood associations requested a one page brief to help
articulate the vision for North Avenue to the associations’ members.
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